But thanks be to God, who gives us the Victory through our Lord Jesus Christ.
1Cor. 15:57

The Crown in the Tree of Life (Heb. Kether) is known as the Head of the Ancient Holy One. The four
letters of the Tetragrammaton represent unification of the spheres of the Tree (diagram p. 3 below).
The tip of the letter yod is the Crown, the Ehyeh, the “I Am.” The full letter yod represents the next
sphere, Wisdom, called “beginning” and “Father.” Sphere of Hokmah—the letter yod:
י
The letter heh is the third sephirah, Binah, sphere of Understanding, the “upper Mother.” The yod of the
Wisdom sphere and the heh combine to form the name Yah, the permanent union of Wisdom and
Understanding (never separated):
יה
The yod and the heh cause the lower spheres to be born, world of the Son—a letter
vav with the value of six for the next six spheres of the Tree of Life, the Bridegroom:
יהו
A second heh receives from all the spheres above and completes the fullness of
creation, the bride as the completion of Ha-Shem, The Name:
יהוה
Pathways connecting the spheres in the Tree of Life are gates in consciousness, an equilibration of
complementary forces of the Tree of Life (i.e. mercy and judgment). At each gate of Light—at each rung
on the ladder of Jacob—realization takes place as the soul enlarges the place of its tent (Is. 54:2).
The Eye of the Lords of Light is depicted as pink (functions of the upper Mother) and green, coding two
Eyes of Heru-Ur in the Easter Template below. The Eye of Heru-Ur is symbolic of the manifold of
Elohistic creation, used with the Divine Eye of YHWH.
The 42 letter name connects to the letter daleth (or door) on the left side of the Template in preparation for
the “spilling of the cup.”
Another daleth, ד, over the brow of the pink Eye indicates the door to the Father through the Son. The
letter tet, ט, in green, is the letter suspended over the “city of Luz,” the place where no death exists.
Messiah (Bridegroom) restores the bride to union, she is the final letter heh of the Holy Name. Thus the
fulfillment and the Victory proclaimed by Yehoshua who comes in the name of YHWH in Jn. 17:26,
And I have declared unto them your name, and will declare it: that the
love wherewith you have loved me may be in them, and I in them.

Easter
Pathway code ayin, ע.

* The Hebrew letter ayin “( עeye”) indicates the diagonal pathway from the sphere of Understanding (Binah) to
Beauty (Tiphereth and Bridegroom) in the Tree of Life. The Easter Template is one of two Templates representing
this pathway, the other is Kingdom Come. For more information on the position of these Templates within the Tree
of Life see the document “April 7, 2016 Kingdom Come” at Zohar.us.
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Near the base of the Template above is the Hebrew phrase Meshiah Meshishi, the collective Messiahship
of the Children of Light gathering under the banner of Love.
The banner is Rachel’s staff, symbolic of the Shekinah bride. The elect are prepared to enter celestial
worlds of Light at the twinkling of the Eye, at the sound of the last trump (1Cor. 15:52).
On the four corners of the Template is a letter tau ( תor tav), meaning “a mark” (i.e. Eze. 9:4). The Time
Modules Template (in the Omega Charter) has a letter ayin “( עeye”) at the four corners of the frame.
These two letters combine to spell the word eth, עת, “time.”1
At the top of the Easter Template is the instruction to “seek the time of the signs.” The Hebrew word for
signs, authioth, literally means “letters.”
The Heb. letters represent creational powers in the fabric of creation. The mystery of the letters (and their
crowns, Mat. 5:18) is part of the opening up of our universe, revelation to the elect of the Name.
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incorporates six
spheres of the center

ה

1

Another cipher, on the upper left corner of the Easter Template is 617 (above the crook and flail), it equals Heb.
“the Covenant,” ha-Berith and Heb. for the rod of correction. 617 equals “this have I proved by wisdom.” 617 is
also the phrase from Dan. 12:3, as the brightness (zohar) of the firmament, and the pillars of fire and cloud.
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Sphere of Hod, Splendor

The Null Template, one of six heavenly constructs revealing functions of the Metatronic Eye. Used by
the B’nai Elohim, the Order of the Sons of God, in the coding of the Image Garment.
Seven weeks to the Pentecost culminate in the fire seen over the head (Acts 2) fulfilled in the mystery of
counting 50 days from the Passover. The word for “count” (i.e. the fifty days of the Omer) is indicated by
the Hebrew word in the blue circle above (at the base of the Template )ספרה.
2Ki. 1:10, And Elijah answered and said to the captain of fifty, If I be a man of Elohim, then let fire come
down from the heavens, and consume you and your fifty. And there came down fire from the heavens, and
consumed him and his fifty.
The cipher 786 in the blue circle at the base of the Null Template codes the phrase fire from the heavens,
אש מן השמים. This fire is the “descending fire” for the seeding of the Image codes (the fire letters of the
divine Name YHWH, יהוה, in conjunction with the “null” geometry of a cuboctahedron.2
The Holy Spirit fire from the heavens, represented as a letter shin, is added to the center of the Father’s
name YHWH to reveal an alternate spelling of the Son: Yeshua, יהשוה. The value is 326, shown in the red
rings atop the Null Template above.
2

The descending fire is the subject of another Template, Core Meridian, part of a set of Templates detailing the six
parts of the Eye of Heru-Ur. The Core Meridian Template is shown on p. 11 of the Metatron Document, Academy
of On website.
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Horizontally across the top of the red ring are codings of the Royal Mount Zion Seal. Around the center
of the red circle is a symbol indicating sacred music and below it, in red Hebrew letters, “my love.”
After counting fifty days to the Pentecost, all seven chakras are traversed and balanced (seven levels
within each of the seven “days” of creation, thus another description is “feast of weeks”). The 50th gate
begins the first day of the “eighth week,” the entry to the eighth chakra. The eighth chakra (over the
head) is On, the coding mechanism for the Image process. 3
Patterns in the Image Code
The four nucleotide bases in DNA/RNA yield a mathematical pattern that is linked with Genesis 1:1. 4
The combined value of the twenty-eight Hebrew letters of Genesis 1:1 equals 2701, the triangular number
of 73 (which is 37 x 73). The ordinal value of Hokmah, “Wisdom,” is 37 and the standard value for Heb.
“Wisdom” is 73 ()חכמה.5
Note the unusual property of the prime star number 37:
7+7+7 x 37 = 777,

8+8+8 x 37 = 888,

9+9+9 x 37 = 999…

The 28 letters of Genesis 1:1 = 777 + 888 + 999 + 37. 6 As shown in the graphic below, the DNA/RNA
grid (based on assigning 1, 2, 3, 4, to the four nucleotide bases) forms patterns based on the number 37.7

6th Face: Mathematic
111

This square = 7770

444

This square = 5550
This square = 3330
The four individual
corner squares
combine to equal
1110, the same
value as the center
four squares

Center =
1110

333
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Grand Total = 17760

222

Dr. J.J. Hurtak, Keys, Key 314:77-78.

4

Ibid., Key 202. Also see additional mathematics in the On-line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences®, https://
oeis.org/A104155 on DNA/RNA and http://oeis.org/A280090 on the gematria of Gen. 1:1.
5

The ordinal value is based on the position of the Heb. letters in the alphabet.

6

Cf. Key 113:27 involving the triangulation of the 7th, 8th, and 9th chakras to “actualize a physical quantum leap.”

7

Vladimir I. shCherbak, Arithmetic inside the universal genetic code. Department of Applied Mathematics, alFaraby Kazakh National University, 71 al-Faraby Avenue, Almaty 480078, Kazakhstan, CIS.
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By taking each nucleotide triplet as a whole number, i.e. UUU = 111, UUA = 112, UUC = 113, UUG =
114, the mathematical grid correlates to Genesis 1:4 in the following ways:
The inner circuit of four squares totals 1110, the next square (around the center) totals 3330, next is 5550,
and the outer square totals 7770. The grand total of the 64 square mathematic DNA grid is 17760.
Genesis 1:4 has the gematria of 1776, which is 16+16+16 x 37 (or as 48 x 37, the same code value, with
floating decimal, as the 17760).8 Patterns based on 37 can also be seen in the atomic structure of the
codons in discreet groupings (see footnote 7 above).
Conversely, when reducing to digital roots (in the example above 111 = 3, 112 = 4, 113 = 5, 114 = 6). the
digital roots for each of the 64 squares of the DNA-RNA grid combine to total 480 and when multiplied
by 37 the total is 17760. There are additional patterns within the grid, i.e. the 24 square grid within the 64
grid (the squares shown in white on the graphic above).
Genesis 1:4 begins “And Elohim saw the Light, that it was good,” Heb. “tov,” טוב, with a value of 17.
The reciprocal of 17 is the basis for forming the “999” patterns shown in the grid on the left side of the
Eye (p. 4 above).
My Eye is Open to My People
Through the Endowment we come to the door to the Father.
Through the Son we are embryo into Image. At the base of the
Voice Template (p. 19, Metatron doc.) is a verse reference:
Is. 44:3, For I will pour water upon him that is thirsty, and floods
upon the dry ground: I will pour my spirit upon your seed, and my
blessing upon your offspring.
The “spirit poured upon the seed” relates to the setting of the bars
of DNA/RNA chain formation as given in Gen. 30:38,
And he set the rods which he had peeled before the flocks in the
gutters in the watering troughs when the flocks came to drink, that
they should conceive when they came to drink.
The setting of the rods constitutes the directed power of the Holy
Spirit necessary for the transformation of genetic structures as life
passes into new Life.
All this according to the coding from the body and blood of the Savior. Thus Yeshua’s banner is “the
field made white.”
Rising With the Sun
The Brazen Glory Template below arrays 33 codes on five rings, set on the horizon. Encoding was
received at the time of the “Benjamin Gate,” the heliacal rise of Sirius. The number 33 indicates, within
the counting of the Omer, the “5th day within the 5th sphere of Hod.” Thus the 33rd day, Lag B’Omer, is
Hod within Hod or Splendor within Splendor.
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In Gen. 1:2, the phrase “and the spirit of Elohim moved upon the face of the waters” = 37². Also note the 4th
through the 8th Heb. words of Genesis Ch. 1 equal 1801, a number featured in the previous document (equaling a
centered hexagonal number).
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The seven prophecy codes of the red ring correspond to the seven trumps and the seven Hebrew “double”
letters. The seven letters are:  בגד כפרתspelling the phrase “garment of atonement.”9 Each letter represents
one of the seven vertical pathways in the Tree of Life.10
The cipher 1428 equals: to keep the way to the Tree of Life, לשמר את דרך עץ החיים.
To be “fully clothed” means having the banner of Victory and the instruction of Light. Having the banner
of Victory means we are prepared to receive new Image garments of YHWH.

Today is the 1308th day of the extended gold timeline (Supernal day 193). 1308 is marked on the gold
prophecy line of the Voice Template (p. 19 in the Metatron document).
Kyrios Iesous Christos is the living Image and Similitude of the Adam Kadmon, and the grids of
encodement for the garments of Light are being reactivated. The Captain of the Host of YHWH has
revealed spiritual sciences of Light in the name of the Father of all Fathers. Amen and Amen.

9

The seven prophecy codes can be found in more detail on pp. 2-5 of The Forty-Two Letter Name and the Liturgy of
the Deliverance Decree.
10

There are seven Templates or “heavenly constructs” corresponding to the seven letters/codes, see April 7, 2016,
Kingdom Come. The six codes of the orange ring are detailed in Jan. 7, 2016, Key of David. The green arc contains
figurate number sequences for two geometries based on the cuboctahedron. The net of the octahemioctahedron is
part of the coding activity due to, among other things, having the Euler characteristic of a topological torus.
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